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Abstract
Brisbane’s older suburbs, mostly near the city centre, feature a substantial stock of pre-1946
buildings, which includes many houses that represent a unique ‘Queenslander’ style of
architecture. These buildings, and the unique streetscapes formed by them, are valued for
their contribution to Brisbane’s identity and a local sense-of-place within the city. Continuing
rapid population growth in inner Brisbane results in redevelopment pressure in these areas.
Despite a complex protective system framed predominantly by the Brisbane City Plan 2014,
the heritage structures are often destroyed or modified substantially, leading to much angst
and confusion for residents. This research uses a mixed-methods case study approach to
assess the effectiveness of planning protections for pre-1946 housing in Brisbane City. The
research focuses on significant developments on sites of character housing since the latest
planning scheme changes under the Brisbane City Plan 2014. A variety of quantitative and
qualitative measures are used in the assessment such as: the extent of losses, the process
occurring - including interplay between developments and protections, and impact of
changes on character values. The spatial focus of the research is predominantly within
Woolloongabba, where there is tension between redevelopment pressure and a substantial
stock of character houses. The research finds that, in certain circumstances and regards, the
current planning scheme provisions are not adequate to protect pre-1946 character housing
and their values.
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1.0 Introduction and Objectives
Year-by-year, the stock of character housing in Brisbane City diminishes, much to the
distress of many local residents. It is a well-frequented subject of community meetings, often
accompanied by a feeling of hopelessness as their city losses its identity, and confusion and
anger, given the fact that legal protections exist for such housing in the planning scheme
(For examples, see Cormack, 2017, and Burke & Wiggins, 2017). This research seeks to
rectify some of this confusion by providing an assessment of the effectiveness of the
protective system1 for character housing in Brisbane City. Consideration is given specifically
to the protection of heritage character and how this is achieved through the Brisbane City Plan
2014.
As cities grow, pressure is placed on historical, existing parts of the city to be redeveloped,
especially in cities moving to an increased density (Ramirez and Benali, 2012, Donaldson et
al., 2013). Without restrictive protections, land can be freely redeveloped to an unhampered
‘highest and best use’ (Doucet, 2014), which in practice often involves removal of older,
lower density developments in favour of those of a higher density and which are more
economically productive. This new development, particularly in the context of a globalising
world and especially in more globally-oriented cities, generally features a character differing
from the local style which it replaces. This causes a place to lose the unique built
environment features that contribute to ‘sense of place’ (Beatley, 2005). There are concerns
that this leads to a ‘mind numbing sameness’ with built environment patterns elsewhere in
the world, and a loss of its ‘clear perceptual identity’ (Beatley, 2005). As such, there is
community pressure for effective protections must be put in place to mitigate the negative
impacts of redevelopment on the heritage characteristics which build sense-of-place.
These issues and their interplay are prevalent in Brisbane City. Brisbane is a rapidly growing
and increasingly globally-oriented city at the heart of a metropolitan area. A typical
‘Queensland’ style of housing was built in the now predominantly inner-city fringes from the
later 1800’s until the post-war housing boom following 1945. This housing still dominates
and is a key driver of local character in the streetscapes of many older, primarily central parts
of the city. With much of Brisbane’s planned growth now oriented to these central and now
well-serviced areas, these places are threatened by the potential for new developments to
continue to erode their unique character. Such areas are typically of a significantly lower
density and very different in building style from new developments, resulting in a substantial
change of character. A series of protections exist which are intended to maintain the
character of such parts of the city, most significantly those established though the Brisbane
City Plan 2014. However, the continued destruction of much character housing in the city
brings into question the effectiveness of this protective system.
Protective system: The planning scheme is the relevant protective system, namely the Brisbane City Plan 2014. This
report does make some acknowledgement of the now superseded Brisbane City Plan 2000 where the same protections
were applied to character housing and where the same outcomes could again occur. Protections applied at the state and
national level, including heritage listings and associated regulations, are not the subject of this report as these apply only
to a very small minority of character houses.
1
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The broad objective of this research is to understand the effectiveness of protection
mechanisms for pre-1946 housing in Brisbane. Throughout this report, ‘character housing’
refers to pre-1946 houses. It may also include other buildings built prior to 1946 which
feature similar built characteristics and/or protections. The term ‘housing’ is used as it forms
the substantial majority of pre-1946 buildings in Brisbane. However, it is not the function of
the building as a house (which is often changed over time), rather the architectural features
which contribute to character. Consideration of other buildings of a similar built form is
done where appropriate through this report if the same protections apply and it is those
protections being assessed2.
This research proposal summarises the topic and seeks to achieve understanding of the
issues affecting character housing as follows:
Despite the existence of protections, many pre-1946 houses in Brisbane City
continue to be destroyed. With these structures being important contributors
to sense-of-place, this research aims to understand the drivers and their interplay
in the process occurring, the extent of demolitions, and the impact of
changes on streetscape and building character.

This is to be delivered through three indicators:
1. Extent: Indicate the extent to which character housing is being destroyed
2. Process: Understand the interplay between threats and protections (drivers) in the
redevelopment of character housing
3. Impact: Identify what impact is the redevelopment of sites having on the character
of both the building and the streetscape
An outline of how the above has been achieved can be found in the methodology section
(section 3). The remainder of this report consist of the following essential elements:
-A background analysis and literature review, providing relevant background to the
topic and investigating past research (section 2)
-An outline of the methodology and data used (section 3)
-Limitations of the research (section 4)
-Research findings and discussion of each part of the research (sections 6 and 7)
-Overall discussion and conclusions (section 8)

The Brisbane City Plan 2014 applies protections not exclusive to the use of buildings as houses, but pre-1946 buildings
generally. These may or may not be of a similar character to that of the houses upon which this report focuses.
2
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2.0 Background and Literature Review
This literature review consists of two key parts. First, character housing in Brisbane is
analysed, including its significance and the threats it faces. Second, past research into the
topic is evaluated. The following shows that there is extensive research into the significance
and character of the Queensland house, and growth and market forces which, unmitigated,
threaten this. However, there is a lack of research evaluating the current protective system.

2.1 Background and Significance
2.1.1 Value of heritage buildings/character precincts
Heritage Precincts, Character Precincts, and Heritage Buildings are all terms used by various
authors to describe features which contribute to the uniqueness of a place. Various authors
have discussed the significance of places having a unique identity. Lynch (1972) noted that
“Places should have a clear perceptual identity: recognisable, memorable, vivid, engaging of
attention, differentiated from other locations”. In referencing this to buildings and general
streetscape character, Beatley (2005) made similar assertions with concerns about places
losing characteristic features, fearing that new building styles missing these characteristics
drove a lack of identity previously supported by connection with a place’s unique histories.
Seamon and Sowers (2008) asserted that people desired this connection with the past to
avoid ‘placelessness’.
Heritage buildings and character precincts are suggested as means of reinforcing character.
Lynch noted the importance of landmarks. This could take the form of heritage buildings, as
noted by Beatley (2005) to support a sense-of-place. The character of a space is also
significant. Lynch (1972) identified ‘Districts’ as those with a unique character
distinguishable from others, and Beatley (2005) refers to ‘charming streetscapes’ whilst
talking of areas of cities with a unique historical architectural style. Both authors are referring
to buildings and the streetscapes they form as those characteristics which make a place
unique vivid, memorable, and unique. These ‘landmarks’ and ‘districts’ build a sense-ofplace, and these are produced by character housing in Brisbane City.
2.1.2 Traditional character of housing in Brisbane
Various authors have examined the traditional pre-war housing of Brisbane. Terms used
include The Queensland House, ‘Tin and Timber’, and Queenslander when describing such houses.
These are used to refer to a series of house styles common and almost unique to Queensland
from the late 1800’s until the end of WW2, when new styles of housing became popularised
(Pickett, 1997). It’s uniqueness as a style is a well-asserted theme in literature (Freeman and
Vulker, 1992, Rechner, 1998, Fisher, 1994). Newell (1979), characterised it as ‘the closest
that Australia has ever come to producing an indigenous style’. (Lockwood, 1994) asserted
that the combination of elements from elsewhere created a ‘unique building type’. This
uniqueness of style and its significant extent of use conforms to the principles of building a
sense-of-place mentioned above.
7
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Although other styles were also existent prior to 1946, such as the Califorinian Bungalow
(Butler, 1992), a combination of all or most of the following elements were shown in the
literature (see Rechner, 1998, Lockwood, 1994, Fisher, 1994) to form the general
characteristics of the traditional Queensland House:


 Verandahs - These might only extend out the front in a typical workers cottage or
completely envelope the house in more expensive examples
 Fences - Short, white picket fences were originally typical of many examples
 Gardens - Typically included a range of fruits, vegetables, and other plants such as
Jacarandahs (Lockwood, 1994)
 Materials - Most houses were made of timber, being the most common and cheap
material available. A minority of masonry examples exist (Staines, 2014). Roofs were
generally of corrugated iron.
 Stumps - Houses were elevated on timber stumps. Newell (1979) noted that these
protected against white ants, avoided expensive levelling of sites, and allowed for
storage space beneath the house.
Typically, these houses have been modified from their original state. Modifications include
enclosing the verandahs, different fencing, loss of extensive food production plants in
gardens, new roof material, metal stumps, and enclosed spaces beneath the house
(Lockwood 1994, Watson, 1981).
These houses are not just appreciated as individual units, as the streetscape style formed by
these houses is highly valued. McCann (1992) summarised this view with the following
statement:
The precinct approach is becoming more important in recent years as it is becoming generally recognised that the
combination of street layout, buildings and gardens may together reveal the historic character of a whole suburb (Mcann
1992).

This conforms to the characteristics which generate district character mentioned by Lynch
(1972) and discussed above. As such, the loss of an individual house and its replacement may
have broader ramifications in impacting the character of the locality.
2.1.3 Connection with community
Various authors assert a significant connection between the local community and the
Queensland house. Interest in these homes was observed as early as the 1970s by Lockwood
(1994). Fisher (1989) and Rechner (1998) observed a continuation of this tend in the 1980’s
and 1990’s, with the Queensland house seen as a cultural expression to be restored and
reproduced. By the 1990’s interest in their protection had grown to an extent that protection
was desired, with Lockwood (1994) summarising the following in her research into Brisbane
8
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character housing:
There is a view within the community that certain areas of Brisbane City have a character which should be protected for
future generations to enjoy (Lockwood 1994).

Staines (2014) notes that these places continue to be valued for their ‘unique architecture’
and ‘character aesthetic’. Associated interest in their protection has been an influence in
much of the research surrounding these places by academics including Rogers (1992), Searle
(2010), and Lockwood (1994).
2.1.4 Pressures on Heritage Buildings
a. Generally
The capitalist principle of ‘highest and best use’ for land is naturally against the preservation
of character buildings (Nankervis, 1988). These structures often exist on land which could be
redeveloped for a more economically productive use. This is especially true for cities with
both a growing population and economy (Ramirez, 2012), characteristics which apply to
Brisbane City.
Studies by Pettit (2009) and Donaldson (2013) highlighted that there was often a conflict
between some sustainability interests, particularly the reduction of urban sprawl and ensuring
urban consolidation in a growing city, and the retention of heritage buildings which stand on
land desirable for redevelopment. Such issues apply to Brisbane, with many character
buildings on land ideal for urban consolidation targets as the city grows rapidly, given both
proximity to the city and public transport nodes. Planners must prioritiese sustainability
values in parts of cities, and in instances this can justify policies enabling the removal of
character buildings.
b. In Brisbane
Earlier studies examining the Queensland house in Brisbane identified threats relating to a
locally reducing population as development moved away from the city centre, including
disinvestment and blight Rogers (1992) Protection was also an issue, and as late as the 1987
version the town plan provided severely lax protection against the removal of character
homes (Lockwood, 1994). Gentrification was both an issue and a reliever in some suburbs,
with interest in renovating some houses to restore them and in other cases to replace them
(Lockwood, 1994).
Rogers (1992) discussed causes of an increased need for urban consolidation and an end to
urban sprawl in Brisbane. Issues such as the preservation of the environment and
agricultural land, and the economic need to better exploit underutilised infrastructure in the
inner city. Character Queensland houses are predominantly located in the inner city fringe
9
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(Staines, 2014), and as such these houses stand in the way of sustainability needs to reduce
urban sprawl by increasing densities in these locations.
More recent studies examine issues associated with increased population pressure and
redevelopment, with this associated with a development focus returning to the inner parts of
Brisbane. Searle (2010) found that although there were controls protecting character
housing, it did not cover housing in all zones, and areas targeted for urban consolidation
often included significant character housing. This would be intentional, as demolition
controls constrain the process of densification needed in south east Queensland (Gillen,
2006).

2.2 Similar Past Research
Whilst significant research has been undertaken into the characteristics and values of the
Queensland house, much of which has been discussed above, scarce research exists in the in
Brisbane context attempting to evaluate the effectiveness of the protection system. The most
significant study identified was conducted by Lockwood (1994) titled Inner city Brisbane's
traditional residential character: an analysis of character protection mechanisms.
This study investigated analysed the adequacy of existing planning legislation in protecting
the character of inner-city residential areas. A mixed methods approach was used.
Qualitatively, impacts the system was enabling developments to have on important
characteristics of character housing was made with personal observations. A quantitative
study was made on the uptake of redevelopment opportunities in a Paddington case study.
Significant findings included zoning which supported higher density development on sites of
character housing in the inner city. A case study in Paddington showed 10% of places zoned
for higher densities had been redeveloped. Restrictions on demolitions and redevelopments
were minimal and there were many ways around them. Overall, many limitations were
identified with the system.
In this study, the 1987 town plan was the primary means of protecting character housing.
Presently, however, the updated 2014 town plan features significant changes to zoning and
the addition of overlays to prevent demolition in some areas. Pressures for redevelopment
were also different, with Lockwood noting that Brisbane had a large amount of developable
land, with development and activity moving away from the city in the process of
decentralisation. Brisbane also lacked such high levels of population pressure. These
circumstances have changed, and much of Brisbane’s current development is through infill
development near the city. Today, the process is made more complex with a more nuanced
zoning system, additional protections, and increased redevelopment pressure. The study is
severely out-dated, and with growing pressures on these buildings as Brisbane grows there is
a need to perform a similar study to ascertain the effectiveness of the current protection
system.
10
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3.0 Data and Methodology
3.1 Required Data and Storage Location
Information obtained through Nearmap (2018)
- Aerial photography on or soon after June 30 2014
- Aerial photography on or soon after chosen study commencement date (June 30
2018 )
Access: Access to Nearmap aerial photography is given to students of the University
of Queensland through online access
Information obtained through Brisbane City Plan 2014 (see Brisbane City Council 2014a, 2014b):
- Map showing zones
- Map showing protective overlays against demolition
o Pre-1911 Building Overlay
o Character Building Overlay
o Local Heritage Overlay
- Zone codes & applicable Neighbourhood Plan Codes
- Protective Overlay Codes
- Cadastral Records
- 1946 Brisbane Aerial Photography
- Woolloongabba Suburb Boundary
Access: Access is public and published online by the Brisbane City Council. This
includes both interactive maps and online documents
Information obtained through field studies:
- Photography of houses and streets for properties used in the individual house case
study
Access: Sufficient photos and observations can be made from the street. Property
access is not necessary
Information obtained through PD-Online (see Brisbane City Council 2018c)
- Development application documents and council responses for sites of demolition
Access: Open public access via the website

11
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3.2 Methodology
This research consists of two components, analysis of which support the three subobjectives of this study. These components are hereafter referred to as the precinct, street, and
house case studies and precinct demolition case study.
In order to fulfil the research objectives relating to process, extent and impact, there is a need to
gather both quantitative and qualitative data. Combined, this generates the data required for
a mixed methods approach. The precinct, street, and house case studies produce qualitative data
indicating the impact of changes, and also part of the process occurring.
The precinct demolition case study produces quantitative data to indicate extent of demolitions,
and also indicates the process occurring. Overall evaluation considers both of these types of
data to address the research objectives. Mixed methods approaches are valued for helping to
come to a more complete understanding issues (Creswell, 2017). They may be applied to
understand different perspectives of the issue, which is relevant due to this study requiring
an understanding of both the impact and extent of the issue, which are qualitative and
quantitative respectively. Process is also understood through both qualitative and quantitative
data.
The combination of these case studies and their analysis gives indications of weaknesses in
the protective system and its response to threats (process), examines the impact the loss of
character housing is having on the streetscape, and the extent to which protected houses are
being demolished. As such, conclusions can be drawn from these indicators of the
effectiveness of the protective system in protecting character housing.
3.2.1 Precinct Demolition Case Study (Quantitative)
This part of the study focuses on producing quantitative data to understand the effectiveness
of protections. It provides data assisting with understanding the extent of houses removed,
and the process occurring by identifying the cause of their demolition.

Extent: With Brisbane City being too large to perform the required analysis within time and

resource constraints, using a sample is appropriate to indicate the process occurring for a
greater population (Thompson 1999). In this case, the ‘population’ being considered is the
stock of character housing. This needs to be sufficiently large to examine the process
occurring. For this study, it also needs to be an area under pressure for redevelopment, given
that this research seeks to assess the effectiveness of protection mechanisms and this is best
tested and examined where threats are high. Aerial photography from both Nearmap and the
Brisbane City Plan 2014 are used to identify pre-1946 housing present at the time of the
introduction of the current planning scheme (1st July 2014) by comparing aerial
photography from 1946 and July 2014. Later photography from near the time of beginning
the study (1st July 2018) is used to determine which houses had been demolished since the
introduction of the BCP 2014.
12
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This research component indicates the extent to which houses have been demolished, and
develops an understanding of the significance of the loss.

Process: Records of development applications and council responses on sites of demolition

are obtained through data published on PD-Online by the Brisbane City Council. This
determines under what circumstances the character house was demolished with relation to
the regulations. Where no records of an application exist, this can be due to there being a
lack of protections, indicating the house was demolished ‘as of right’ (this lack of protections
is identified through Brisbane City Council, 2018a). Additionally, it is checked that the
property was not resumed by council and demolished as a part of a local government
project. In other circumstances where a protected house was demolished, there is no
evidence of legal demolition and it is shown that the property was demolished without
compliance with the regulations. Reasons for demolition were categorised as follows:









Priority development
Not protected
Structurally beyond repair
Relocated elsewhere
Non-compliant demolitions
To be resituated on-site
No character value (street)
No character value (building)

Additionally, it is examined which protections (or lack thereof) applied to the demolished
houses to examine which results these often lead to. Analysis of this data determines
common regulation-related reasons for demolition occurring, which will be the first input
into the analysis to understand the process occurring.
3.2.2 Precinct, Street, and House Case Studies (Qualitative)
The objective of this stage of the study is to better understand the process leading to
demolition and the impact this has on building and streetscape character. To assist in
understanding the process occurring, different combinations of protections, outcomes, threats,
and house characteristics are used. This is important for sampling in qualitative research to
minimise bias (Thompson 1999). As such, a stratified sampling approach is used, with
houses determined to be distinguishable for the following reasons:


 Protections – Differing protective overlays
13
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 Outcomes – How was the site redeveloped?
 Motivation for redevelopment – As identified through zone codes
 House and local area characteristics
The characteristics of the house are analysed for merit in forming the character of the area.
This is informed by the review of literature identifying pre-1946 house characteristics and
their relationship with surrounding developments.
To achieve this part of the research, a total of 12 case studies were used, with several of
these involving multiple levels of scale (precinct, street, and house), and several
incorporating numerous house case studies. These are presented on an as-needed basis with
relation to discussions on findings in this report.
Overall, this part of the research does two things. Firstly, it forms the second part in helping
understand process by helping understand what relationship between protections, and
redevelopment motivations, and the results this leads to. Secondly, the impact of changes is
assessed qualitatively for impact on house and streetscape character.

3.3 Conceptual Summary
The following conceptual diagram provides a visual summary of the research, its objectives, and the way
the methodology produces related data outputs.

14
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4.0 Limitations
Representativeness: The precinct demolition case study, indicating the extent of demolitions and
process occurring responds to limited resource and time constraints. Therefore, sampling of
the broader ‘population’ of pre-1946 houses in Brisbane is used by focussing solely on the
suburb of Woolloongabba. Sample characteristics do not necessarily represent that of the
broader ‘population’ of character housing. As such, extent of demolitions and the process
leading to these will vary across the broader city. Woolloongabba features very high
redevelopment pressure, and therefore the quantitative analysis is only an indication of what
may occur in a suburb under high redevelopment pressure. This is appropriate, as it is best
to test the effectiveness of the protective system where there are high motivations for
redevelopment opposing it.
Defining ‘effectiveness’: The focus of this research is on major changes to character
housing, including site redevelopments, demolitions, and major renovations. Only secondary
focus is not given to minor modifications, such as enclosing of front verandahs, house
raising and replacement of some original-style materials. Such minor changes, especially in
large combinations, can significantly reduce the character. In consideration of this, the
individual house case studies include recently renovated houses, and the impact of such
smaller changes are considered. However, more research would be needed to determine the
extent of such minor changes and the impact on overall character in Brisbane. This would also
involve in-depth consideration of regulations against minor modifications, whilst this
research focuses on major changes.
Community attachment: A significant aspect of sense-of-place is community perceptions,
which can be altered by changes to housing. This study does not measure or investigate
these perceptions, instead focusing on how physical changes modify the character of an area.
In this study, changes which affect significant traditional character elements (as identified
through the literature review) are considered to be negative.
Theoretical Limitations: There is conflict between sustainability objectives such as urban
consolidation and the reduction of sprawl and the preservation of heritage through character
housing. This study does not suggest how a balance between these objectives might be
found in Brisbane. A study of the broader tenets of sustainability and how they might be
reconciled effectively (such as accommodating infill development whilst maintaining
heritage) in Brisbane is recommended as the subject of further research.
Identifying Pre-1946 Houses: This report used aerial photography to identify pre-1946
houses, which is mostly adequate for identifying pre-1946 houses which exist in their original
location. However, pre-1946 houses have sometimes been relocated, and these can’t be
identified by aerial photography as pre-1946. In this study, records of relocations under the
current city plan identified two of these, and aerial photography and field

16
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studies indicated 17 houses with a high probability of being pre-1946 houses relocated
before the implementation of the current city plan. Additional houses relocated after 1946
and before the implementation of the current planning scheme may have been overlooked
where they have been modified beyond recognition.
Defining ‘Character Houses’: For the purposes of this report, character houses refers to
pre-1946 houses. This cutoff is used both for practical reasons, given that there is data
available to identify character houses present by this data, and also because this is the
definition used in the Brisbane City Plan 2014.

17
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5.0 Overview of Brisbane City Plan 2014
5.2 What is a city plan? What is its relationship with other legislation?
A planning scheme refers to the main document for regulating development in Brisbane City.
This document sets the zoning and associated development codes for a site, which control
land uses and aspects of design. It also adds a series of overlays which add additional controls
or allowances on particular sites, including some overlays which protect character housing
against demolition. Brisbane’s current planning scheme is the Brisbane City Plan 2014
(hereafter BCP2014 – see Brisbane City Council, 2018b), which was introduced on July 1
2014 and replaced the Brisbane City Plan 2000 (hereafter BCP2000). BCP2014 contains similar
protections for character housing as BCP2000. This relationship is discussed in section 5.2
below.
BCP2014 is a city plan created by the local council, which in this case is the Brisbane City
Council (Brisbane City Council 2018b). However, it is subordinate to state legislation,
comparable to how the city council itself is subordinate to the state government. As such, city
plans must be approved by the state government, and can be overturned by state regulations.
A significant one of these documents for the purposes of this research is the regional plan,
namely ShapingSEQ, which outlines development outcomes for the region (see Queensland
Government, 2017). In the hierarchy of planning legislation, this regional plan is above the city
plan and hence overrides it. Discussion of the effect of this conflict can be found in section
6.1.1 below.

5.2 What BCP2014 does for character housing
5.2.1 Protections against demolition
BCP2014 is the main protector for character housing, and the most important way it does
this is by providing protections against demolitions. However, there are many objectives for
the city plan, some of which contradict the protection of character housing and
heritage/sense-of-place it provides. This includes densifying those same inner parts of
Brisbane in which character housing often exists to support the quickly increasing
population, building transit oriented developments to increase public transport use, and other
general infrastructure projects. This interplay is discussed in-depth in section 6.1.
Zoning as an incentive for demolition: In addition to providing protections against
demolitions, BCP2014 also identifies the zoning for each parcel of land within the city.
Zoning restricts the intensity of uses which can occur on-site. Some types of zoning allows
more intensive use of a site than others. For example, a place zoned for High density residential
could be developed intensively with a highrise, whilst a place zoned for low density residential
could generally only support detached housing. Given the economic principle of ‘highest and
best use’, where a more intensive use is allowed, there is more economic motivation to
redevelop the site. This is especially relevant given the rapid growth generating demand for
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higher-density redevelopment in parts of Brisbane.
Some of these redevelopment sites contain character housing. There is an interplay between
zoning, which creates motivations for redevelopment, and protective overlays, which provide
protections against redevelopment. Combined, these represent the forces acting upon a site.
5.2.1.1 Traditional building character overlay

Aim: The Traditional building character overlay (see Brisbane City Council, 2018b) is intended
to protect pre-1946 buildings in character streetscapes against demolition, and is applied at
the streetscape level. It features the same demolition controls as a Demolition control precinct
under BCP2000, although there have been some updates to the mapping. It is the most
extensive overlay protecting character housing in Brisbane City, and the only one which
protects the streetscape setting. BCP2014 terms character houses as those which are pre1946, which is the same application used in this report.
Relevance: This overlay misses many character houses, and is designed only to protect
character streetscapes. Therefore, fragmented streetscapes are not protected. There might
also be competing priorities for the site, and the overlay is only applied where the area is not
zoned for high-density developments (Brisbane City Council, 2018b).
By covering the streetscape, the overlay is applied over many houses which are not pre-1946
and hence are neither character houses nor are they protected against demolition. Its
coverage should, therefore, not be mistaken for being the same as the coverage of pre-1946
houses.
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There are several ways in which the BCP2014 explicitly permits complete demolitions to
nonetheless occur to character houses, each of which is listed below. Case examples
illustrating each scenario throughout this report are also identified.
Development involves a building which:
(a) has been substantially altered or does not have the appearance of being constructed in 1946 or
earlier; or
See section 6.2.2 of report
(b) an engineering report prepared by a Registered Professional Engineer Queensland which certifies
that the building is structurally unsound and not reasonably capable of being made structurally
sound; or
See section 6.2.1 of report
(c) if demolished will not result in the loss of traditional building character; or
See section 6.2.4 of report
(d) is in a section of the street within the Traditional building character
overlay that has no traditional character.
See section 6.2.4 of report
Brisbane City Council, 2018b

5.2.1.2 Pre-1911 Building overlay

Aim: The Pre-1911 building overlay generally protects identified pre-1911 buildings against
demolition (Brisbane City Council 2018b). This is the second most common protection
against demolition for character housing, and is more stringent that the Traditional building
character overlay.
Relevance: Identification of pre-1911 buildings depends on identification through a
complex series of historical records, meaning that not all buildings are identified, and there
have been updates to the protections to identify and protect additional pre-1911 buildings.
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There are two means with which protected pre-1911 buildings might still be able to be
removed. If the building is structurally unsound and not reasonably capable of being made structurally
sound demolition can be permitted (see section 6.2.1 for example)(Brisbane City Council
2018b), or the building might be relocated to another site covered by the Traditional building
character overlay (see section 6.2.3.2 and 6.2.3.3 for examples).
Overall, this overlay protects character buildings, rather than streetscapes. As such, it does
not protect the characteristic setting of these buildings and the general streetscape character
where this is formed by the buildings. An example of this is shown in 6.2.3.1 below.
5.2.1.3 Local heritage overlay
Note: This report does not discuss national or state heritage listings. This is because they seldom protect character housing,
as these listings generally apply to more significant structures. Additionally, their powers of enforcement are above that of the
BCP2014, which is the mechanism this research seeks to assess.

Aim: This is the least common protection applied to character housing, and it aims to
protect what heritage significance a locally heritage listed place is deemed to have. This
generally means the building cannot be demolished, and protections apply to surrounding
sites where the context is deemed relevant to the heritage of the building (see Brisbane City
Council, 2018b).
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Relevance: This overlay protects all kinds of heritage in addition to character housing,
including some parks, major buildings, and old tram lines. In the context of competing
development objectives for the site demolition might nonetheless be allowed, an example of
which is discussed in section 6.1.3 below. Below is a graphic showing the overlay in
Brisbane’s inner-south. The large amounts of coverage shown can appear misleading, as
most identified sites protect heritage other than character housing.

5.2.2 What’s missing from the overlays? Where character housing is not protected
There are several types of areas which may feature unprotected character housing, each of
which is discussed below:
5.2.2.1 - Fragmented Streetscapes

The first is fragmented streetscapes of character housing. These could include much pre1946 character housing which is not protected by the Traditional building character overlay (see
section 5.2.1.1), although other overlays, such as the Pre-1911 building overlay, could be
applied where relevant.
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5.2.2.2 - Competing Development Objectives

This refers to where competing development objectives which are in the public interest exist
for the site. Where this is the case, protections might be overwritten or might not have been
applied. This is illustrated by example in section 6.1.3, and an example of an unprotected
character house in one of these areas is shown in figure 5 below.

5.2.2.3 - Public Infrastructure Projects
The third is where public infrastructure developments occur. Where the actor is the public
sector, protections effectively do not apply. This is discussed with examples in section
5.2.2.3.
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5.2.3 Incentives for demolition – Role of Zoning
In addition to providing protections against demolitions, BCP2014 also identifies the zoning
for each parcel of land within the city (see BCP2018b). Zoning restricts the intensity of uses
which can occur on-site.
As such, some types of zoning allow more intensive use of a site than others. For example, a
place zoned for High density residential could be developed intensively with a high-rise, whilst a
place zoned low density residential would generally only support detached housing. Given the
economic principle of ‘highest and best use’, where a more intensive use is allowed, there is
more economic motivation to redevelop the site. This is especially relevant given Brisbane’s
rapid growth generating demand for this redevelopment in parts of Brisbane.
Some of these sites which could be redeveloped contain character housing. The interplay
between zoning, other economic forces, and protections is discussed in section 6.11 below.
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6.0 What Happens to Enable Destruction of Character Housing? Learning Process
from Case Studies
The below is a summary of findings from the precinct, street, and house case studies.

6.1 Role as subordinate legislation and Competing Objectives
6.1.1 Role as Subordinate Legislation
BCP2014 is a subordinate piece of legislation, being a city plan. It is intended to be
integrated with the regional plan. This is now ShapingSEQ (see Queensland Government,
2017), but was previously the South East Queensland Regional Plan 2009-2031 (see Queensland
Government, 2009). However, to the extent of any inconsistency, the regional plan prevails.
In the case example below, the regional plan identified the area around a busway and train
station as one suitable for a transit oriented development (hereafter ‘TOD’3)(see Queensland
Government, 2009). This necessarily involved high-rise construction, and was not
compatible with maintaining a character streetscape on-site. This contradicted the city plan’s
low-intensity zoning for the precinct and protections against demolition (through a DCP
under BCP2000) for the character houses in the site. Ultimately, the regional plan prevailed
and the houses were demolished and the precinct redeveloped. This is shown through a case
example in section 6.1.3 below.
6.1.2 Conflicting Objectives:
The Brisbane city plan must address conflicting objectives, including that of preserving
heritage against other tenets of sustainable development including providing affordable housing,
densification, and encouraging use of sustainable transport modes. Implementing these latter
objectives often require the demolition of heritage structures.
Additionally, the city plan does recognise the need to balance those same objectives against
heritage, and protections might be overturned to allow this to occur as circumstances
change. This is shown through a case example in section 6.1.3 below.
6.1.3 Case Example
For the reasons mentioned above in 6.1.1 and 6.1.2, Buranda TOD, a precinct previously
including near-intact streetscapes of protected character housing near a train station and
A Transit Oriented Development is a high-density mixed-use development occurring within walking distance of a public
transport node with frequent connections to major destinations. It’s objectives include encouraging better use of public
transport, being a more sustainable mode of transport than cars, providing improved access to services, and creating
additional housing
3
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along a major busway, was entirely demolished to make way for a transit oriented development
following the removal of its protections (see Brisbane City Council, 2018c). This accorded
with the regional plan’s prevailing objective to build a TOD (see above 6.1.1) (Queensland
Government, 2009), and is also reflective of the way in which character housing protections
could be overwritten for priority developments. In this area, a DCP was overwritten, and a
house identified by the local heritage overlay was allowed to be demolished to make way for this
as the objectives which called for the densification of the site were seen to outweigh the
need to protect character housing (Queensland Government, 2009). Figures 7 to 11 below
provide a visual overview of Buranda TOD.

For similar reasons, a less-intact precinct to the south featuring much character housing and
close to major services, was zoned for high-intensity development. Protections for most
character housing is not provided. This has encouraged redevelopment, and this precinct is
now an area in transition towards a comparable outcome to Buranda TOD.
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However, precinct to the north remains protected and relatively intact, and featured higher
character-value streetscapes than the other two precincts (see figures 14 and 15 below).
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Collectively, the protections applied to the three precincts show a clear attempt to preserve a
maximum of character whilst meeting other development objectives as Brisbane grows. The
northern precinct was quite intact, hence having high heritage value, and further from
services. This precinct has protective overlays and low intensity zoning, meaning
redevelopment has not occurred. Buranda TOD was closer to transport and other services
to the south, and already featured several vacant blocks. It was therefore selected for
redevelopment as a TOD, rather than the higher-value precinct to the north. Buranda TOD
South featured excellent proximity to services and transport infrastructure, and also
represented the most fragmented streetscapes and the least character value. Hence, this area
was supported for redevelopment with only the most significant – that being pre-1911 –
houses preserved by the pre-1911 building overlay (Brisbane City Council 2018a). Overall,
these case studies show that competing objectives as Brisbane grows means heritage
protection is not always prioritised.
6.1.4 Changing Protections to Balance Objectives as Brisbane Grows
As Brisbane rapidly grows, the balance between the objective of protecting character
housing and the need to support other development objectives for areas change. This is
generally to the extent that other objectives, such as densification of the city, become
increasingly pressing concerns. Places which were previously protected might have their
protections removed to allow other developments to occur in place.
An example of where this has occurred is with the houses shown below in figure 16 below
along Hardgrave Road, West End. These houses were protected in BCP2000 under a DCP
and zoned as a suburban centre, which means that the houses would normally have been
protected under BCP2014 under the Traditional building character overlay (see figures 17 and 18
below). If this occurred, redevelopment would need to retain the character houses. However,
this area was later zoned under BCP2014 for a District Centre, which allowed developments
up to four storeys. Retaining character houses whilst redeveloping the site would have
restricted development potential. This would reduce the ability to meet other objectives for
the site, likely to densify the area and allowing more services to be provided. Therefore, the
character houses are no longer protected. This is illustrative of the fact that protections are
not necessarily permanent, and may be changed as Brisbane grows and objectives change.
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6.2 Limitations of Demolition Protections
The following sections explain a multitude of ways in protective overlays against demolition in BCP2014 nonetheless allow
for houses to be removed and development to occur.

6.2.1 Limitations of Demolition Protections – Poor Structural Condition
Both the Traditional building character overlay and the Pre-1911 building overlay have a provision
which enables buildings to be demolished where proven by a qualified engineer to be
structurally unsound and not reasonably capable of being made structurally sound. This occurring is
explained by the extensive age of many character buildings, substantial issues with the
construction of some examples, and their upkeep sometimes being substantially inadequate.
Beforehand, however, it must be made clear that this loophole does not apply to buildings
simply in poor condition, as they must additionally be in a poor structural condition which is
not reasonably capable of repair. For example, the below building at 43 Rawnsley Street,
Woolloongabba, had been abandoned for some time. It was a source of blight, and required
substantial renovations and some elements, such as balustrading, stairs, and paint added
back. It was, however, not in poor structural condition and hence could not be demolished
under this provision. It has since been restored (see figures 19 and 20 below). This is
illustrative of the fact that character houses in poor condition can often be restored.
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An example of a building demolished under this provision, which featured extensive
structural damage and was not reasonably capable of repair, was that at 47 Ross Street, This
building was covered by the Traditional building character overlay. It was a poorly maintained
dwelling, which due to existing damage by termites, water, insufficient maintenance, and
generally poor construction suffered a roof collapse during a storm. This building had a
substantial amount of structural issues, some of which are pictured below. Due to the
significant combination of issues, this house was able to be demolished on the reasoning of
it being structurally unsound and not reasonably capable of being made structurally sound.

Buildings could be deliberately allowed to deteriorate until reaching this state. This is because
allowing a building to deteriorate does not count as a form of ‘development’ in the
regulatory system and is not regulated by the planning scheme. An example of how this
might occur would be with damage to the roof deliberately not being repaired, and allowing
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the building to become water damaged to the extent that a building becomes structurally
unsound and not reasonably capable of being made structurally sound.
An example of a house, which may have been deliberately allowed to become damaged to
this extent, exists at 805 Ipswich Road, Annerley. This house, which is protected by the
Traditional building character overlay, has deteriorated following the removal of the roof.
The corrugated iron roof sheeting was mostly removed, possibly following damage from the
same high-intensity hailstorm also known to have damaged the house above. This house
remained without any roof covering for at least 9 months, when a tarp was added. This was
allowed to deteriorate, and the house was again exposed. During the period without a roof,
the building was highly affected by water damage, and this played a significant role in the
building eventually being permitted to be demolished. No explanation was identified for why
the roof was removed and why it was not replaced, although it could be possibly intentional,
or related to issues financing repairs. Regardless, the example is an illustration of how this
could have been intentionally allowed to deteriorate until demolition could be supported due
to heavy structural damage.
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6.2.2 Limitations of Demolition Protections – No Character Value for House
Character houses have often been substantially modified throughout their lifetime, and often
featured extensive modernisations as a result. Where done substantially, this can have the
effect of negating their character value to the extent that the house might not be considered
a true ‘character home’.
The BCP2014 responds to this by providing a provision in the traditional building character
overlay allowing for demolition to occur where demolition is permitted where a house ‘ has
been substantially altered or does not have the appearance of being constructed in 1946 or earlier’ and/or ‘ if
demolished will not result in the loss of traditional building character’. These could apply where the
modified building itself presents no character value.
An example of a house which displayed these characteristics and underwent this process of
change post-1946 was 25 Ross Street Woolloongabba. This building had undergone
modernisations which included enclosure of the front verandah and loss of its original
hipped-roof form. Additionally, modern windows had been added and the front verandah
enclosed. The modernised building is pictured below in figure 31, as is a nearby building
which is of a similar form to what 25 Ross Street would likely have looked like when new in
figure 32. This house has since been demolished and is to be replaced with a much larger,
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higher quality house.

6.2.3 Limitations of Demolition Protections - Relocating houses
BCP2014 allows for the relocation of some protected character buildings, both on-site and
to certain other sites. Relocation on-site is often the only means of keeping the character
building whilst allowing other development to occur in the area. An example is given in
section 6.2.3.1 below.
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6.2.3.1 - Relocating Character Houses - On Site

Character houses protected by the Pre-1911 building overlay are often on sites for which a
higher intensity development is desired. An example of where this higher-intensity
development has been zoned to occur at 28 Wolseley Street, Woolloongabba.
Here, the house protected by the Pre-1911 building overlay was removed from the site and
later resituated next to a high-rise development, which now envelopes the original character
house on the side and rear.

The impact of the development on character has, however, been largely negative. Although
the character house has been retained, it has lost some traditional character elements. The
original bullnose verandah has been replaced with a flat roof, the period-correct roof colour
has been replaced with a more modern black roof, and the framing on the front wall is no
longer exposed. The house is also no longer elevated on visible stumps and has been raised.
The characteristic setting has also been diminished, with it now abutting an apartment block
rather than another character house on the left. A similar development is planned to occur
on its right. The street, which features mostly unprotected pre-1946 houses, is losing its
character, and this house, like other pre-1911 buildings undergoing similar redevelopments
in the precinct, lose their contribution to a character streetscape.
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Overall, the process in this case study is illustrative of what may occur with other retained pre1911 houses, and the impacts of the redevelopment are likely to be replicated elsewhere.
The process and impact is different for buildings protected by the Traditional building character
overlay and which are relocated on-site, as these must continue to contribute to the character
of the streetscape, along which other character buildings would be likewise protected. In the
example shown in figure 37 below, two character houses at 15 and 17 Vine Street, Ascot,
were able to be relocated forwards several metres and townhouses added to the rear, which
only had a minor overbearing of the character houses. Here, the zoning and the Traditional
building character overlay meant that the nearby development had to be of a smaller scale and
the houses still contribute to streetscape character.

6.2.3.2 - Relocating Character Houses - Elsewhere

Protected character buildings can sometimes be relocated to another site to allow
redevelopment to occur. It is not a building being in its original location which gives it
character, and character buildings are best placed in groups to form character streetscapes.
Competing development objectives for sites sometimes means that the relocation of a
character building to a streetscape of character buildings is the best means of protecting the
building itself, enabling it to contribute to a character streetscape, and allowing other, more
intensive developments to occur on its former site. This is supported by the Pre-1911 building
overlay, and can also occur for houses protected by the Traditional building character overlay.
Houses must be relocated to a site identified by the Traditional building character overlay so
they may contribute to a character streetscape. Case studies for each are shown below.
Pre-1911 Building Overlay: Alike the case study shown above for 28 Wolseley Street,
Woolloongabba, this character house at 25 Carl Street, Woolloongabba, was protected by the
Pre-1911 building overlay and was on a site zoned for a more intensive use as a high-density,
15 storey residential development.
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To allow this to occur, the house was able to be relocated to a vacant site at 84 Maynard
Street because this other site was part of character streetscape identified by the Traditional
building character overlay.

The impact of this change is obviously negative for the streetscape losing the character house,
which in this case included other unprotected character buildings and is now more
fragmented. However, the house does now contribute to a character streetscape in its new
location, and the receiving street is now less-fragmented.
6.2.3.3 - Elsewhere - Pre-1946 Building 39 Taylor Street/55 Mossgrove Street
Buildings identified by the Traditional building character overlay are rarely moved (only one
example was identified in the precinct demolition case study – see section 7), as their
removal must not create reduced character for the precinct. An example, which occurred
under BCP2000 in a DCP (now renamed the Traditional building character overlay under
BCP2014), but which remains a relevant case study because of duplication in the codes (see
Brisbane City Council 2018b and Brisbane City Council 2018d), is shown below.
In this case, 39 Taylor Street was the end of a row of character houses in a character
streetscape, and was moved to a corner lot at the intersection of two character streetscapes
(see Brisbane City Council 2018b). The loss of the character contribution to the single
streetscape of which the original site was previously a part was compensated for by an
increased character the new corner site, which enabled the house to contribute to two
character streetscapes.
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6.2.4 Limitations of Demolition Protections - Where the precinct has no character or demolition will not
result in reduced character
As discussed in 5.2.1.1 above, the Traditional building character overlay protects precincts.
These precincts must actually be character precincts. Otherwise, the following provisions
allow for the demolition of pre-1946 buildings in the precinct (which otherwise would have
been protected) where the character house
a) if demolished will not result in the loss of traditional building character; or
b) is in a street that has no traditional character.
Brisbane City Council, 2018b
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For the character house pictured below at 19 Deshon Street, Woolloongabba4, it was
decided
that the streetscape, which only included a cluster of four character houses, did not represent
a character streetscape. As such, removal of the building would not result in the loss of
traditional building character as four buildings were insufficient to create a character
streetscape (reason a above) and as such demolishing this building would not diminish this
non-existent building character (reason b above). This reasoning was accepted. An image
showing the location of character building along the streetscape is shown in figure 42 below.

6.3 Government Infrastructure Projects as a Driver of Demolitions
6.3.1 Summary
As stated in section 5.2.2.2 above, the planning scheme must attempt to reconcile competing
objectives for the development of a site or precinct. Public infrastructure projects may be a
part of some of those objectives, and examples are shown through case studies below for a
road widening and park expansion. In these examples, it is seen that public infrastructure
projects can be prioritised over the protection of character housing, and that the local
government may remove protected character housing to accommodate this.
This house was demolished under BCP2000, and was part of a DCP. However, the wording for the relevant part of the
DCP code is identical to that under that Traditional building character overlay code.
4
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6.3.2 Road Expansion Case Study - Lytton Road
As Brisbane has grown and continues to do so, strain has been placed on existing transport
networks to accommodate increased traffic. A road widening was implemented of an arterial
road (Lytton Road), being the first part of a series of upgrades for the corridor (Eriksson,
2017). To achieve this, adjacent character houses needed to be removed so their sites could
become part of the road corridor. This involved the buildings on the buildings from the
northern side of the roadway.
The below aerial photography shows how the character houses on the northern side of the
road have been removed.

20 of these removed buildings were character houses (identified by Eriksson, 2017). This is
represented in figure 45 below.
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Many of these houses were protected against demolition by the Traditional building character
overlay, as shown in figure 46 below. Interestingly, the pre-1911 buildings were not
identified and protected by the Pre-1911 building overlay. This occurrence is discussed indepth in section 6.7.

This example overall resulted in a highly significant loss of character houses. Previously, the
street had been largely enclosed on both sides by character houses. This is no longer the case
and as a result the character of the streetscape has also been significantly diminished.
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6.3.3 Park Expansion Case Study – 32 Tottenham Street
As part of the densification of the surrounding precinct (Buranda TOD South, see 6.1.3 for
more detail), parkland to provide amenity for the precinct was constructed, and there are
plans for its expansion. This includes the sites of two character houses, one of which, at 32
Tottenham Street, Woolloongabba, is the subject of this case study. The current extent of
the park, its planned extent after the final expansion into the adjacent building sites currently
zoned for this, and the location of the case-study house is shown in figure 47 below.

The house indicated is protected by the Pre-1911 building overlay, protecting it from private
sector developments but not public sector developments such as the one planned. The
house has been recently acquired by council, and the local councillor has indicated the house
is likely to be demolished or relocated. An investigation was made into converting the house
into a community facility/shelter, although this was indicated to be excessively expensive
(Sri, 2018). With council unlikely to use the building, it will likely be sold to a house
removalist and relocated (see section 6.5.1 for explanation).
The house displays strong character elements with the exception of the enclosed verandah.
It is not part of a character streetscape, but there are nonetheless many character houses
within the vicinity which provide sense-of-place to the area. The impact of the removal of this
character house represents a loss of reminder of heritage and further fragmentation to the
precinct. Identity it created for the precinct will also be diminished.

6.4 Economic Drivers for Changes – Land Banking and Higher Zoning
Land banking is the process where a developer acquires a site and holds it so that
redevelopment of the site can best timed to correlate with high levels of market demand.
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This logically occurs on sites where redevelopment to a more economically productive use is
allowed, and as such is generally zoned for an intensive use. This research found that for
sites of character housing this involved abandonment of character houses and/or the
creation of vacant sites. This was identified in multiple instances in a precinct to the south of
Buranda TOD, where zoning supported more intensive development. These cases showed
the following potential outcomes for process and impact.
1. Abandonment of house: Character houses might be abandoned and allowed to
deteriorate. These houses retain some contribution to character, although this is
reduced by their deteriorating condition, and temporary given likely eventual removal
for redevelopment.

2. Abandonment of protected house, dilapidation, and eventual demolition: This
applies to where a protected house is allowed to deteriorate to the point in which it
may be considered structurally not sound, and not reasonably capable of being made structurally
sound, at which point approval for the demolition of a protected house may be
granted (although the house may previously have been in poor condition). The
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example shown below in figure 50 below shows a house protected for being both
pre-1911 and through a DCP under BCP2000 (note this is the same as the Traditional
building character overlay under BCP2014). This building featured a multitude of
structural issues, which, not having been repaired, had worsened with time to the
extent that it was not considered reasonably capable of repair.

3. Relocation of protected house, vacancy of original site: In this process, the house is
removed from a site where protected by the Pre-1911 building overlay and which has
been zoned for a higher use. Houses must be relocated to a site covered by the
Traditional building character overlay, meaning the house and its character can contribute
to the streetscape in another area, providing a positive impact there. However, it
represents a negative impact on the character of the vacating site. The site would
eventually be redeveloped to a higher use. An example of a site which underwent this
process is shown below in figures 51 and 52, where the original site has been left
vacant.
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6.7 Protected vs. Unprotected Streetscapes – Differences in outcome
Overview: Despite there being gaps in protections for character housing, the application of
protections does have a significant effect in reducing the number of character houses
demolished.
Streetscapes protected by the Traditional building character overlay are those best protected, as
this protects both the houses and the streetscape, unlike overlays which only protect the
individual houses (Pre-1911 building) or sometimes those near to it (local heritage). Unlike the
Pre-1911 building overlay when applied alone, the Traditional building character overlay generally
prevents character houses from being removed (see 6.2.3.3 for a case example).
Streetscapes not featuring protections in areas where there is a high incentive to redevelop
the land may feature a substantial loss of character housing as the site is redeveloped.
Case Example: Below, two streetscapes from the Precinct, Street, and House case studies are
presented to illustrate this. Arne Street, Woolloongabba, featured demolition protections
through the Traditional building character overlay. No houses were demolished in this character
streetscape since the implementation of BCP2014. Nearby, Carl Street, Woolloongabba, had
four of its character houses demolished since the introduction of BCP2014.
The impact of changes for Arne Street were effectively none, given that all character buildings
in the street were retained (see section 6.1.3 above for more detail).
Below, the effects of the loss of character houses on Carl Street are represented. The first is
that several character houses have been lost (see figure 53). This means the streetscape is
now more fragmented, with new well-maintained high-rise developments in their place a
drastically different scale, bulk, and style (see figures 54 and 55).
Not all lost character housing has been replaced, and instead ‘land banking’ has occurred (see
section 6.4). This has two effects, one being where the character house was removed (see
figures 56 and 57) and one where the house has been left vacant and the site allowed to
deteriorate (see figures 58 and 59).
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The combined effect of the loss of character housing and replacement with newer buildings
of a different scale, bulk and style, its abandonment and allowance to deteriorate, or its
removal and vacancy of the site, is a ‘broken tooth’ effect for the streetscape. This is where a
street, previously being made of character housing all of a similar bulk, scale, setback, and
style, is replaced with a more fragmented streetscape. To varying extents, the loss of
character housing is generally enhances this ‘broken tooth’ effect. This is dependant, of
course, on the prevailing character of the street and contribution of the character house to it,
and what type of development occurs in place of the removed house.
Figure 60 below shows a traditional streetscape of character houses, all of which is of a
similar setback, height, bulk, scale, and style. This effect, which creates a strong sense-ofplace for a precinct, is eroded with the removal of each house and unsympathetic
development in its place.
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The above discussion is not to imply that character housing and the character streetscape it
forms is perfectly protected when there are demolition controls on the street. Houses
protected by the Traditional building character overlay can be relocated or demolished for a
variety of reasons (see section 6.2.1, 6.2.2, and for case studies which show these reasons).
However, the streetscape itself is much better protected.
The Traditional building character overlay has design provisions which ensure that replacement
developments do not excessively detract from the character of the streetscape by having
drastically differing stylistic features, bulk, and scale (see Brisbane City Council 2018b). This
prevents, even where houses are being demolished, the ‘broken tooth’ effect from having as
serious an impact as that shown above for Carl Street due to unsympathetic development.

6.5 What actually happens to ‘demolished’ character houses
Throughout this report, character houses are listed as ‘demolished’ when they have been
removed from site and they weren’t relocated as part of a development application.
However, does not always mean the house was actually destroyed, as Queensland style
houses are often loaded onto trucks and relocated. However, there is not always a record of
a development application to prove this. Rather than demolish a character home, the house
itself is often on sold to another person or dealer, and the house is relocated to another site.
This can’t be done for all character homes due to different construction types. An example
of a character house relocated and one unable to be relocated are illustrated in the below
case studies.
House relocation (except where part of a development application – see 6.2.3 above for
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examples) is an action undertaken by the market, and these removal houses, where their
removal is allowed in the first place through BCP2014, aren’t protected by BCP2014 and can
be relocated anywhere within or outside of Brisbane.
6.5.1 Able to be relocated - 132 Lytton Road
This house was one of those removed for the expansion of Lytton Road (see section 6.3.2).
The house itself could be relocated given its relatively light timber construction allowing it to
be partially dismantled and loaded onto a truck. This house was relocated by a dealer in
removal houses and eventually sold, although there are no records identified showing where
the house was relocated to.
Although the house was protected by the Traditional building character overlay, the removed
house has no protections. The below figures show the removal house before removal, being
removed, and as shown on the dealers website.

In scenarios such as these, the character home is removed but not destroyed. However, it
may not contribute to a character streetscape in its new location and the impact of relocation
is still generally negative.
6.5.2 Unable to be relocated – 80 Lytton Road
This house was also removed for the expansion of Lytton Road (see section 6.3.2), but this
one was demolished rather than relocated. This is because this house was constructed of
brick, which is relatively unusual for pre-1946 housing in Brisbane City. The possibility of
relocating this house was investigated by council but was deemed unviable due to its brick
construction.
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6.6 Character houses not present on-site in 1946
6.6.1 Overview
As mentioned in section 6.8 above, character homes can be, and often are, relocated. This
has historically occurred since 1946, and as such buildings which are not present on-site may
in fact be pre-1946 buildings. These buildings fall under the same protections as other pre1946 buildings which are constructed on the site they now stand if covered by the Traditional
building character overlay. An example of one of these buildings is shown in a case study below.
6.6.2 Case Example - 28 and 30 Qualtrough Street Woolloongabba.
This site only featured a single, larger house in 1946, as evidenced by the below aerial
photography. However, the site has been redeveloped to include two character houses. Both
buildings strongly display pre-1946 building characteristics, and are almost certainly pre1946. Imagery of the houses on the site is shown in figure 68 below.
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6.7 ‘Missing Protections – Pre-1911 building overlay
Section 5.2.1.2 above observes that the Pre-1911 building overlay does not identify all pre1911 houses, given difficulties in identifying these houses. As such, there have been updates
to include additional pre-1911 houses not originally recognised, but also instance where
buildings which should have been identified as pre-1911 have been demolished.
6.7.1 Unprotected pre-1911 housing
Identification of Pre-1911 houses is a complex process, involving the use of a variety of
historical records, including ‘post office directories, electoral rolls, survey maps, newspaper
archives, land title information, as well as assessing the identifiable period character elements
on the building’ (Brisbane City Council 2017) As such, these houses might not be identified
and, as such, could be demolished.
As part of the widening of Lytton Road (see section 6.3.2), 20 character houses were
demolished. Of these, 7 houses were identified through research by Errikson (2017) as
having a high-likelihood of pre-1911 construction. This indicates that there can be failings to
identify and protect all pre-1911 housing through the Pre-1911 building overlay.
The reader should note that, in this example, the houses may have still been removed as the
Pre-1911 building overlay does not prevent public infrastructure developments from
proceeding (see section 6.3). It suggests that there may be many other pre-1911 buildings
that are not identified by the overlay in Brisbane.
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6.7.2 Updates to identify additional pre-1911 houses
As discussed above, identification of pre-1911 buildings is difficult and not all of such
buildings are identified. The city plan can be amended to include additional pre-1911
buildings previously not identified, and the latest update occurred on the 1st December
2017. This was preceded by a Temporary Local Planning Instrument (hereafter ‘TLPI’) which
came into effect on the 7 December 2016 and protected houses against demolition during
the consultation period.
Having a house previously unprotected by the overlay now being protected makes
redevelopment of the site difficult as the Pre-1911 building then needs to be retained,
relocated, or proven structurally unsound. This explains why the TLPI was added – to
prevent owners from rushing to demolish a pre-1911 building before the protections came
into effect. An example of where this appears to have occurred regardless is shown below in
section 6.9.

6.8 Interplay Between Protective Overlays and Zoning
Both protective overlays and zoning provide protections for character housing. Overlays
protect character housing and sometimes their streetscape, and in doing so provide forces
which act against motivations for redevelopment:
 The Pre-1911 building overlay protects buildings
 The Local heritage overlay protects buildings and some of their immediate surroundings
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where this is relevant to their heritage significance
 The Traditional building character overlay protects buildings and the streetscape of which
they are a part. It also prevents inappropriate developments from occurring in their
place.
See Brisbane City Council 2018b

Zoning does not protect character buildings, but it does affect the economic incentive for
redevelopment, as well as the setting of character buildings by changing the developments
that can occur in their vicinity. Zoning sets the allowed uses in the area, including the design
of buildings that are constructed. Zonings that allow for a more intensive uses provide
higher motivations for redevelopment. The economic principle of ‘highest and best use’ is
reduced in accordance with the restrictions applied by zoning.
Zoning which is not highly restrictive and is not countered by any protections to the house
or streetscape would create a high motivation to redevelop the site.
Motivations for redevelopment and protections given through protective overlays are seen to
represent the forces acting upon sites of character housing for redevelopment. Zoning sets the
level of demand for redevelopment. This is combined with other market forces that generate
demand, although and in-depth breakdown of these market forces is not the subject of this
research.
Protective overlays create the restrictions, which counter this. Together, these forces act upon
sites of character housing, and lead to certain results. This is conceptualised in figure 70
below.

Some examples of the interplay between zoning and protective overlays are discussed below.
There are, of course, very many possible different combination of zoning and protective
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overlays. The below merely asserts the points made above.
Example 1: Redevelopment of site retaining a pre-1911 building - Pre-1911 building overlay - high
intensity zoning - high motivation for redevelopment
High intensity zoning provides a strong incentive to redevelop sites. This is restricted where
the Pre-1911 building overlay protects character buildings, but still provides options for
redevelopment. To accommodate redevelopment, buildings might be relocated on-site to
create more space for the new development (see section 6.2.3.1), demolished (if proven to be
structurally beyond repair – see section 6.2.1), or relocated (see section 6.2.3.2).
In this case, at 28 Wolseley Street, Woolloongabba, the house was relocated on-site. The
zoning for High density residential 2 supported development of an apartment block of up to 15
storeys. The fact that the site was redeveloped indicates that market forces supported this
redevelopment in this area at the. In this example, the forces acting upon the site made
redevelopment occur.
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Example 2: Land Banking - No protective overlay, high intensity zoning, insufficient market forces
leading to present redevelopment
This example, at 31 Carl Street, Woolloongabba, is on the next street over from the example
above. Here, an unprotected character house stands that could be freely removed and the
site could be redeveloped for an apartment high-rise. However, the market demand appears
to be insufficient for development to occur presently, and the house has been abandoned
whilst the site appears to be used for land banking. This is discussed in more depth in
section 6.6.4 above.

6.9 Non-Compliant Demolitions
Non-compliant demolitions appear to be relatively rare, given that the precinct demolition case
study shown in section 7 below only identified one. This occurred for a pre-1911 house at 27
Henry Street, Woolloongabba. This shows that, despite protections being in place and them
not being overwritten, unregulated developments can still occur and result in the removal of
character housing.
This house was protected by a TLPI5 from 7 December 2016, which had the effect of
meaning the house was to be treated alike any other building protected by the Pre-1911
building overlay (Brisbane City Council 2017, Brisbane City Council 2018e). As part of this, a
development application needed to be lodged if the house was to be demolished.

Temporary Local Planning Instruments do not appear on the BCP2014 interactive mapping and would not have appeared
through online property reports, making it possible that the owner was not aware of the protections.
5
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The house was, however, demolished without an application being made (see Brisbane City
Council 2018c) by the 17th of September 2017. The amendment to the planning scheme
came into effect on the 1st of December 2017 and the site was included added to the Pre1911 building overlay, although as mentioned above it was already protected against
demolition.

7.0 Precinct Demolition Case Study – Discussion of Findings
7.1 What this Section Indicates and Data Used
This section is based on the data collected through the precinct demolition case study, which
collected data on demolitions in a case study of the suburb of Woolloongabba. Section 7.2
provides an indication of the extent to which character housing is being demolished by
examining changes to the stock of character housing. Section 7.3 indicates the process leading
to demolitions by examining the reasons that character housing was able to be demolished.
The reader must observe that this section of the report considers pre-1946 buildings
generally. This is because character houses and other pre-1946 buildings are protected by the
same general demolition protections and this section seeks to understand the effectiveness
of those protections. An explanation of how the below data was collected may be found in
section 3.2.2 of this report.

7.2 Extent of Buildings Demolished
A total of 1150 pre-1946 buildings were identified within the suburb of Woolloongabba at
the implementation of BCP2014 (1 July 2014), which had diminished to 1102 at the end of
the study period (1 July 2018). As represented in figure 75 below, this only represents a small
change to the overall stock of pre-1946 buildings, being only 4.17% of those present in 2014.
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The spatial extent of this loss, however, is disproportionate to certain areas. Many of these
demolished houses existed on the same street, and were often demolished in cluster for
single projects, the largest of which involved the loss of 18 character houses (refer to section
6.1.3 for details on the ‘Buranda TOD’ development).
The above figures for pre-1946 buildings includes several not in their original location, but
which were identified as pre-1946 where this was strongly evidenced by their construction
style and material. This is explained by the fact that pre-1946 buildings can often be partially
dismantled and relocated (see section 6.5.1). This represented a total of 17 houses, and these
were counted on the basis that they contributed to the character and heritage of Brisbane
City, regardless of whether their current site was that upon which they were originally
constructed.
Additional to these houses identified to have been relocated before the implementation of
BCP2014, 4 character houses were relocated afterwards. Two remained within
Woolloongabba, and two were moved elsewhere in Brisbane, creating an overall net loss of
character houses for Woolloongabba of 48 character houses.

7.3 Process Leading to Demolitions
Thirty five of the houses demolished since the introduction of BCP2014 were actually
demolished under the now superceded BCP2000. This is explained by the significant delay
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which occurs between lodging a development application, gaining approval, and
construction works beginning. Both planning schemes, however, feature similar protections,
and places demolished under BCP2000 could still have been demolished under BCP2014
because they featured alike same protections6 (see section 5.1 for further explanation).
7.3.1 Protections
Surprisingly, more character houses protected against demolition were demolished than
unprotected houses, as shown below in figure 79. This is largely due to a priority
development, namely Buranda TOD (see above 6.1.3 for discussion of this development),
for which 18 character houses needed to be demolished. Whilst this single major
development skews the data to show a higher proportion of protected character homes
being demolished than many other suburbs are likely to show, there were nevertheless 4
other protected character houses demolished for priority developments. The below chart it
does inform that places protected against demolitions are not necessarily safe, especially
where a priority development might require demolition of character homes. Similar priority
developments are likely to arise in future as Brisbane grows and more strain is placed on
housing supply and transport networks.

This assumes that the site would not have the overlays removed for BCP2014, which occasionally did occur. See
section 6.1.3
6
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Below, the number of houses demolished protected by each overlay is shown. The main
reason the Traditional building character overlay featured the most demolitions, aside from its
extensive coverage, was because 22 were demolished for priority developments.
It is particularly notable that many houses which had demolition protections were
demolished, totalling 27 buildings. This reflects the multitude of ways which sometimes
exists for protecting against demolitions might be overcome through allowances in the codes
(see section 6.2 for details) or through balancing priority developments for the area (see
section 6.1.2 for details)

Below, the reasons for demolitions are shown. The most common reason that character
buildings were demolished was for priority developments, and surprisingly not for
unprotected houses.
The second most major loophole was through buildings not being protected. This is
reflective of the fact that many character buildings in Brisbane are not protected, and that
there are redevelopment pressures which, if not mitigated against with protections, would
result in the demolition of more character housing.
The third most common reason was due to buildings being structurally beyond repair. This
is explained by the extensive age of many character buildings, poor construction on some
examples, and their upkeep sometimes being substantially inadequate.
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7.3.2 Zoning
The economic principle of ‘highest and best use’ of land is a major driver in the demolition
or relocation of character houses. As such, where zoning enabled a significantly more
intensive use of the land, more housing was demolished. This is shown below.

Reflecting this principle of making higher economic use of the land, most character houses
were demolished to make way for projects involving making more intensive use of the land.
Note that the graphic above shows that only two houses (out of 50) were demolished or
relocated where the most intensive use of the land was for a dwelling house, which is
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reflective of the fact that character housing is generally demolished to allow more intensive
use of the site.
Applications for these redevelopments showed that most projects involved redevelopment
of the site with a high-rise and the amalgamation of several lots containing character
housing.
Of the two houses not on land zoned for a higher use, one had been damaged beyond repair
so needed to be demolished so the site could be re-used (see section 6.2.1), whilst the other
was small had little value (see section 6.2.2). The site is to be redeveloped with a larger,
higher quality house (see Brisbane City Council, 2018c).

8.0 Overall Discussion and Research Conclusions
8.1 Findings with relation to objectives
8.1.1 Overview
This research assessed the effectiveness of the Brisbane City Plan 2014 for protecting
character houses. This was achieved with three evaluation measures: Extent, Process, and
Impact. Key findings for the measures are given below:
8.1.2 Extent
This research indicated a moderate extent of loss for character housing, with reduction to the
stock of character building in Woolloongabba of 4.17%, or 48 of Woolloongabba’s 1150
character houses that existed at the time of the implementation of Brisbane City Plan 2014.
Much of this loss was spatially concentrated as the result of large redevelopment projects
involving the demolition of clusters of up to 18 character houses. The loss was concentrated
in areas with higher-intensity zoning.
Many of the demolished houses – 31 of these - featured demolition protections. This was
even more than were demolished which did not feature protective overlays (15 houses), and
indicative that protections are not rigid in preventing demolitions.
8.1.3 Process
The process leading to the loss of character housing was complex, involving a variety of
forces. The biggest drivers for redevelopment was the owner’s attempt to realise the
economic principle of ‘highest and best use’ on their sites. The level of zoning intensity
determines the maximum use of sites, and most character houses that were demolished were
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in areas which enabled a more intensive use of the site through zoning 7 – something which
the existing character houses needed to be removed to realise.
Market forces were also significant in the timing of redevelopment. Evidence of land
banking suggested that developers were waiting for the right time to develop when there
wasthe highest level of market demand for new apartment dwellings. This saw many
character homes sit empty and subject to vandalism and deterioration.
Countering any economic desire for redevelopment, however, were a series of protective
overlays on some sites, which provided protections against demolitions for character
housing.
There was a significant interplay between the aforementioned market forces and zoning,
which together formed the motivations for redevelopment, and protective overlays, which
could counter these through protections. Together, these factors provided the forces which led
to varying results on sites of character housing.

Figure 83 – Conceptual diagram summarising the contributions of various factors in development of character houses

The workings of these protections was further complicated by the relationship of the
BCP2014 with higher legislation and the objectives it specified. The metropolitan
imperatives embodied in the higher legislation (such as the south east Queensland regional
plan – see Queensland Government 2009 and 2017) required Brisbane City Council to
achieve dwelling and infill targets and, where possible deliver transit oriented development.
These twin imperatives of higher density infill targets and the transit oriented development
strategy led to pressure on character housing, which often located near railway stations in the
inner city and middle ring areas of the city. This sees an overriding of demolition protections
to allow more high density residential developments to occur. This meant the application of
protections was not firm nor consistent across the city, but rather seems flexible, and can be
7

Note that sites could be rezoned
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changed in response to infill development objectives.
Examples of circumstances with such objectives included priority projects, such as transit
oriented developments but also public infrastructure projects, such as parks and road expansions,
or allowing new facilities to be built by removing demolition protections. Pressure for these
new developments on sites of character housing was compounded by the need to
accommodate a rapidly growing population for Brisbane City.
Protective overlays featured gaps which could enable the loss of character housing or
negative impacts on the streetscape of which it was a part. The Traditional building character
overlay was the most effective in applying protections with the highest level of coverage and
with protections to both character houses and the streetscapes of which they are a part.
Character houses were only destroyed under this were they were modified beyond character
value, structurally beyond repair, or the streetscape was deemed to hold no character value.
The Pre-1911 building overlay was generally effective at protecting character buildings
themselves where identified, but it did not provide protections to the surrounding
streetscape, allowing unsympathetic developments in the vicinity. Alike the Traditional building
character overlay, this allowed buildings to be demolished where they were severely
structurally damaged and not reasonably capable of repair.
This allowance for demolition of structurally damaged character buildings, however,
provided a loophole. Houses could be allowed –or even strategically enabled - to deteriorate
to the point that this provision could enable their demolition.
Character houses were rarely protected by the Local Heritage Overlay. This provides protection
for the heritage aspects of the building, which could include its context. However, this
protection could be overturned entirely for higher priority developments such as high
density infill at transit oriented locations.
There was a failure, however, in the identification and protection of many sites of character
housing. The Traditional building character overlay failed to protect pre-1946 houses outside of
character streetscapes, or even within character streetscapes where the overlay was not
applied in light of alternative and higher priority development objectives for the area. The
pre-1911 building overlay failed to identify and protect all pre-1911 houses. Together, this
showed gaps in the applications of protections for heritage meant that many character
houses did not feature protections at all.
Regardless of the protective system, non-compliant demolitions could still occur. However,
this occurrence was not a common finding.
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8.1.4 Impact
The impact of the protective system was a minimisation of the loss of character housing for
protected streetscapes where demolition protections were not overwritten, and hence a
retention of character here. The character of such streetscapes could even be enhanced with
the addition of pre-1911 houses that were relocated to these sites from elsewhere.
The impact, however, for many areas was wholly negative. Entire streetscapes of character
housing, or parts of it, could be removed for priority developments or infrastructure
projects, resulting in a large or even complete loss of character for the area.
Where redevelopments occurred in precincts still retaining character housing, the result was
a ‘broken tooth’ effect, as the former streetscape of character buildings featuring similar
character features such as bulk, style, and scale were disrupted by other developments which
significantly reduced the character of the streetscape.
Even where redevelopment did not occur, heavily dilapidated buildings or vacant sites
enhanced this ‘broken tooth’ effect.
8.1.5 How effective is the protective system?
Overall, the Brisbane City Plan 2014 is partially effective at protecting character houses.
Although it applies protections which mitigate against the loss of character buildings, a
variety of loopholes exist which enable protected buildings to nevertheless be demolished.
Protections themselves can even be entirely overwritten by competing objectives for sites
and areas. Not all character buildings (namely those protected by the Traditional building
character overlay) featured protections for their streetscape – which itself is an important part
of character. Lastly, a significant proportion of character buildings are not protected. These
are largely pre-1946 buildings which aren’t identified by the Traditional building character
overlay. Despite many of these not forming character streetscapes, it is asserted that they are
still aspects of heritage which provide a sense-of-place for the city of Brisbane and a
reminder of the past.
Many character buildings are still being demolished under BCP2014, at a rate which, for the
suburb of Woolloongabba, would mean the existence of no character buildings in 96 years.
Meanwhile, the extent of demolitions is concentrated, meaning that many precincts are
rapidly losing their character buildings and the overall character of the streetscape.
Overall, the Brisbane City Plan 2014 enables the loss of character housing and its character
streetscapes, which necessarily means a loss of the heritage and sense-of-place which it
provides.

8.2 Future for character housing under BCP2014
A reduction in character housing will continue to occur. The process for areas featuring
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character houses without protections will involve a worsening ‘broken tooth’ effect as the
landscape of character housing becomes increasingly fragmented, and eventually all sites
could be redeveloped. Meanwhile, such streetscapes will include jarring contrasts of style and
bulk, and with dilapidated buildings, vacant sites, and some remaining structures. The impact
is gradual reduction and eventually loss of some character housing and the streetscapes it
forms.
In these areas, identified pre-1911 houses are likely to be either retained or relocated as the
site is redeveloped more intensively. Those retained might be substantially modified. This
occurrence was illustrated in the Buranda TOD South case study, although similar
occurrences can happen in other areas featuring similar zoning and protections.
New infrastructure projects, such as road widening or park development, may continue to
result in a loss of character houses. Areas around high-quality public transit nodes may
eventually are part of a ‘transit oriented development area’, and character housing, even if
currently protected, could be removed for redevelopment. New public transport
infrastructure projects, including the ‘Brisbane Metro’ and ‘Cross River Rail’ create more
inner-city ideal locations for these occurrences, and continuing population growth in
Brisbane City means more TOD’s might be needed for housing and to reduce transport
congestion.
Other areas at substantial risk of having character houses removed include those featuring a
small amount of unprotected pre-1946 housing, such as many commercial/industrial areas.
Most precincts with protections through the Traditional building character overlay will remain
mostly intact. There may be occasional instances of houses being removed where deemed
structurally unsound and not reasonably capable of repair, or where public infrastructure
projects make this necessary. These precincts may receive additional pre-1911 houses where
they are being relocated from other more intensively zoned areas.
Character housing is currently interspersed, with varying degrees of concentration, in many
inner-city areas. The result of these aforementioned parts of the process will be an increasing
relative concentration of character housing in those less visible parts of the city featuring the
Traditional building character overlay. This means areas which are not around major centres,
major transport hubs, or along major roads. Therefore, although some housing is protected,
it is less visible to the people who do not live in those protected character streetscapes, and
who would be generally less likely to frequent the predominantly-residential back streets
where protected housing mostly exists. Hence, the impact is that character housing will
contribute to a local sense of place, but less to a sense-of-place in Brisbane City overall.
Where major changes do not occur, pre-1946 housing may still have enhanced or reduced
character through modifications to the following significant character elements, and other
minor character elements:
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Stumping
Verandahs
Roof structure
Trim elements
Fencing

Houses might be modernised, or original style elements previously removed may be
reinstalled. The location of the house might be changed.

8.3 Gaps and failings for BCP2014
The Brisbane City Plan 2014 fails to protect character housing in the following manners:
1. Not preventing houses becoming dilapidated and eventually structurally unsound.
This loophole enables their legal demolition, and provides an incentive to let
houses become dilapidated to the point of which repair is unviable and this
enables site redevelopment.
2. Failing to protect many pre-1911 houses. This research draws upon other research
observing that many of these are not identified and thereby not protected by the
pre-1911 building overlay. For many that are protected against demolition, their
characteristic low-density setting is not always protected through zoning
provisions.
3. Not protecting a substantial proportion of pre-1946 houses. Many character
houses exist in parts of the city which are not protected character streetscapes, but
which nonetheless contribute to identity, serve as a reminder of heritage, and
contribute to sense-of-place.
4. Failing to provide protections for character housing in some of the highlyfrequented parts of the city, including areas near to major centres or near major
transport connections. These are often priority development areas, or may already
feature fragmented character streetscapes.
5. Government infrastructure projects can involve the removal of protected pre1946 houses, meaning that even where the Brisbane City Plan 2014 protected these
homes from private development, public developments for infrastructure still
pose a threat to character housing.
6. Priority developments can still enable the destruction of protected character
housing.
This research demonstrates that the protection of character housing in Brisbane City is
subject to objectives for its protection it being balanced with fluctuating objectives for a
growing Brisbane. Protections, where made, are partial, and evolve with response to other
priorities.
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